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Amidst a pressing global biodiversity crisis, the imperative for effective nature-based 

solutions has never been greater. In response, The Global Biodiversity Standard (TGBS) 

has been developed as a pioneering framework, establishing a rigorous global 

benchmark for initiatives focused on the protection, enhancement, and restoration of 

ecosystems. Developed by an international consortium of biodiversity experts, TGBS 

introduces eight comprehensive criteria to certify projects that deliver tangible benefits 

to biodiversity. Our workshop, “The Global Biodiversity Standard: An introduction to 

assessing biodiversity recovery in ecosystem restoration projects” offers a deep dive 

into TGBS. The session begins with an overview of TGBS, highlighting its alignment 

with the Global Biodiversity Framework and its role in setting best practices in 

biodiversity conservation and restoration. Following this, participants will engage in 

interactive discussions centred on the four pivotal elements of the TGBS assessment: 

level of protection; ecosystem integrity; social benefits; and monitoring, evaluation, and 

adaptive management. The workshop will include an introduction on how to set a 

reference model, a baseline and assess current conditions. Moreover, the workshop will 

explore the TGBS certification process that ensures accountability, transparency, and 

encourages continuous enhancement in the quality of nature-based solutions. 

Participants of this workshop will acquire comprehensive insights into how TGBS can 

steer and refine biodiversity projects to ensure they are inclusive, transparent, and 

effective. Discussions on becoming a TGBS hub will also be included, aiming to 

cultivate a global network committed to biodiversity restoration in alignment with 

natural ecosystems. 

 


